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7 Abstract

8 A review was conducted of studies that assessed the effects of acute bouts of physical ac-

9 tivity on adults� cognitive performance. Three groups of studies were constituted on the basis

10 of the type of exercise protocol employed. Each group was then evaluated in terms of infor-

11 mation-processing theory. It was concluded that submaximal aerobic exercise performed for

12 periods up to 60 min facilitate specific aspects of information processing; however, extended

13 exercise that leads to dehydration compromises both information processing and memory

14 functions. The selective effects of exercise on cognitive performance are explained in terms

15 of Sanders� [Acta Psychol. 53 (1983) 61] cognitive-energetic model.

16 � 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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18 1. Introduction

19 Proponents of exercise report that brief bouts of exercise help them think more

20 clearly and improve their mood and psychological well-being. There is considerable

21 support for the view that an acute bout of exercise has a positive impact on mood
22 states and affect (Morgan & O�Connor, 1988; Raglin, 1997). A panel of experts con-

23 ducting a review of research for the National Institute of Mental Health concluded

24 that exercise is positively related to several indices of mental health (Morgan, 1984).

25 Exercise is associated with a reduction in physiological measures of stress and psy-

26 chological measures such as anxiety and depression. Further, exercise is associated

27 with elevations in mood states and heightened psychological well-being (Berger,
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28 1996; Shephard, 1996). The view that bouts of physical activity influence cognitive

29 function is less well substantiated by empirical research, however. An early review

30 of the exercise literature found little support for the notion that exercise significantly

31 influences cognition (Tomporowski & Ellis, 1986). A similar conclusion was reached

32 in more recent reviews (Etnier et al., 1997; McMorris & Graydon, 2000).
33 The present review evaluates the exercise literature in terms of an information-

34 processing model of cognition (Proctor, Reeve, & Weeks, 1990). This model assumes

35 that behavior is the result of information that is extracted from the environment and

36 processed through a series of three non-overlapping stages, each operating indepen-

37 dently of the others. The three stages include the stimulus-identification stage, which

38 involves a number of discrete processes through which sensory events are trans-

39 formed and given meaning; the response-selection stage, which is characterized by

40 processes that determine what response, if any, will be made to an environmental
41 event; and the response-programming stage, which prepares the motor system for

42 movement. Considerable experimental research conducted over the past four de-

43 cades has isolated and examined the function of a variety of information-processing

44 system components. The information-processing model has been promoted as a use-

45 ful framework to assess the impact of such factors as pharmacological agents (Call-

46 away, 1983; Sergeant, Oosterlaan, & van der Meere, 1999; White & Rumbold, 1988)

47 and exercise (Arcelin, Brisswalter, & Delignierres, 1997; Tomporowski & Ellis, 1986)

48 on cognition. A theory-based evaluation of exercise studies grouped on the basis of
49 common methodologies was hypothesized to elucidate exercise–cognition relations

50 not detected in previous reviews.

51 2. Review of the literature

52 The review is limited to exercise studies that involved the activation of the entire

53 body and produce systemic changes in physiological functions (e.g., cardiorespira-
54 tion, endocrine function, body temperature change) and that assessed the acute ef-

55 fects of this activation on cognitive performance; that is, measures of cognitive

56 performance were taken while the individual was in the process of exercising or

57 shortly following the termination of exercise. The studies selected for evaluation were

58 separated into three groups, based on each study�s primary focus and based on the

59 exercise protocol employed (see Table 1). One group of studies is representative of

60 research conducted to assess the effects of intense levels of exercise on cognitive func-

61 tion; these studies typically use maximal anaerobic exercise protocols. A second
62 group of studies addresses the relation between exercise-induced arousal and cogni-

63 tive performance. The notion that performance is associated with arousal level has

64 long been part of psychological research. The formulation of the Yerkes–Dodson

65 Law (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908), which hypothesizes an inverted U-shaped function

66 between arousal and performance, figured prominently in early learning theory

67 (Hull, 1943) and has had an impact on modern theories of human performance

68 (Easterbrook, 1959; Oxendine, 1984). The third group of studies focuses on the ef-

69 fects that relatively long, submaximal aerobic exercise exerts on mental processing.
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Table 1

Summary of findings of studies performed to assess the acute effects of exercise on cognition

Author(s) n Time of test Exercise intervention Cognitive task Results

Intense anaerobic exercise

Bard and Fleury (1978) 16 During Cycling to exhaustion Letter detection No effect

Spatial location No effect

Coincidence timing No effect

Fleury, Bard, Jobin, and Carri-

ere (1981)

31 During Treadmill run––3 protocols Letter detection No effect

Gutin and DiGennaro (1968a) 72 After Treadmill run to exhaustion Mathematics computation No effect

Hancock and McNaughton

(1986)

6 During Treadmill run at anaerobic

threshold

Short-term memory Facilitation

Time estimation Facilitation

Symbol interpretation Impairment

Isaacs and Pohlman (1991) 12 During Cycling progressively to 100%

VO2max

Coincidence timing Impairment at highest

intensity

Wrisberg and Herbert (1976) 24 After Treadmill run to exhaustion Coincidence timing Impairment

Short-duration aerobic and anaerobic exercise

Allard, Brawley, Deakin, and Elliot (1989)

Exp. 1 30 During Cycling at 0%, 30%, 60% VO2max Visual search Faciliation

Exp. 2 8 During Cycling at 30%, 70% VO2max Letter matching No effect

Arcelin et al. (1997) 22 During Cycling at 0%, 60% VO2max Choice–discrimination Facilitation

Aks (1998) 18 After Cycling aerobically, anaerobic-

ally

Visual search Facilitation

Brisswalter, Durand, Deligni-

eres, and Legros (1995)

18 During Cycling at progressively faster

rates

Simple RT U-shaped facilitation

Chmura, Nazar, and Kaciuba-

Ulscilko (1994)

22 During Cycling at progressively greater

load

Choice RT U-shaped facilitation

Cote, Salmela, and Papthanaso-

poloulu (1992)

17 During and

after

Cycling at progressively higher

HR

Choice RT No effect

Delignieres et al. (1995) 40 During Cycling at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%

VO2max

Choice RT Facilitation for experts;

impariment for novices

Gutin and DiGennaro (1968b) 55 After Step-ups 1, 5 min Mathematics computations Facilitation for fit

Levitt and Gutin (1971) 20 During Treadmill run at progressively

higher HR

Choice RT U-shaped facilitation
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Table 1 (continued)

Author(s) n Time of test Exercise intervention Cognitive task Results

McGlynn, Laughlin, and Bender

(1977)

14 During Treadmill run at progressively

faster speed

Visual discrimination Facilitation

McGlynn, Laughlin, and Rowe

(1979)

15 During Treadmill run at progressively

faster speed

Visual discrimination Facilitation at highest

speed

McMorris and Keen (1994) 15 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Simple RT Impairment at highest load

McMorris and Graydon (1996a) 20 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Decision making in soccer No effect on accuracy;

facilitation of speed

McMorris and Graydon (1996b)

Exp. 1 10 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Decision making in soccer No effect on accuracy;

facilitation of speed

Exp. 2 20 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Decision making in soccer No effect on accuracy;

facilitation of speed

McMorris and Graydon (1997a) 16 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Decision making in soccer No effect on accuracy;

facilitation of speed

McMorris and Graydon (1997b)

Exp. 1 12 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Visual search in soccer Facilitation

Exp. 2 12 During Cycling at 0%, 70%, 100% MPO Decision making in soccer Facilitation of accuracy

and speed

McMorris et al. (1999) 9 During Cycling at 0%, anaerobic

threshold, 100% MPO

Decision making in soccer No effect on accuracy;

facilitation of speed

Reilly and Smith (1986) 10 During Cycling at 0, 25, 40, 55 Mental arithmetic U-shaped facilitation

Pursuit rotor U-shaped facilitation

Salmela and Ndoye (1986) 10 During Cycling at progressively higher

HR

Choice RT U-shaped facilitation

Sjoberg, Ohlsson, and Dornic

(1975)

48 During Cycling at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%

VO2max

Short-term memory Facilitation

Paired-associate memory No effect

Sjoberg (1980) 48 During Cycling at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%

VO2max

Short-term memory No effect

Paired-associate memory No effect

After Mathematical computation Impairment of low fit

Tenenbaum et al. (1993) 118 During Treadmill run of moderate and

high speed

Decision making in handball Facilitation
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Table 1 (continued)

Author(s) n Time of test Exercise intervention Cognitive task Results

Steady-state aerobic exercise

Adam, Teeken, Ypelaar, Verst-

appen, and Paas (1997)

20 During Cycling 40 min at submaximal

loads

Perception task Facilitation

Decision task Facilitation of speed

Arcelin, Delignieres, and

Brisswalter (1998)

22 During Cycling 30 min at 60% VO2max 2-choice RT

Stimulus discrimination No effect

Response compatibility No effect

Foreperiod duration Facilitation

Cian et al. (2000) 8 Following Running 2 h at 60% VO2max to

dehydration

Choice RT No effect

Tracking Impairment

Perceptual discrimination Impaired RT

STM Impairment

LTM No effect

Following hydration and arm

exercise

Choice RT No effect

Tracking Impariment

Perceptual discrimination No effect

STM No effect

Free-recall memory Impairment

Cian, Barraud, Melin, and

Raphel (2001)

7 Following Running 2 h at 65% VO2max to

dehydration

Choice RT No effect

Tracking No effect

Perceptual discrimination Imparied RT

STM Impairment

Free-recall memory No effect

Following hydration Choice RT No effect

Tracking No effect

Perceptual discrimination Impaired RT

STM Facilitated

Free-recall memory No effect

Fleury et al. (1981) 15 After Cycling 45 min at 66% VO2max Coincidence timing Facilitation
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Table 1 (continued)

Author(s) n Time of test Exercise intervention Cognitive task Results

Fleury and Bard (1987) 18 After Treadmill runs––3 protocols Coincidence timing Facilitation

Stimulus detection Facilitation

Gondola (1987) 21 After Aerobic dance 20 min Alternate uses Facilitation

Remote response Facilitation

Obvious response Facilitation

Heckler and Croce (1991) 18 After Treadmill runs of 20, 40 min at

55% VO2max

Mathematics computations Facilitation for fit women

Hogervorst, Riedel, Jeukendrup,

and Jolles (1996)

15 After Cycling 60 min at 75–85%

VO2max

Simple RT Facilitation

Choice RT No effect

Tapping No effect

Stroop Facilitation

Lichtman and Poser (1983) 10 After Aerobic run of 45 min Stroop Facilitation

Marriott, Reilly, and Miles

(1993)

16 After Treadmill runs of 45, 90 min at

157 betasmin�1

Decision making in soccer Facilitation of accuracy

Paas and Adam (1991) 16 During Cycling 40 min (two protocols) Decision task Facilitation

Perception task Impairment and facilita-

tion

Tomporowski, Ellis, and Stephens (1987)

Exp. 1 24 After Treadmill run 50 min at 80%

VO2max

Free-recall memory No effect

Exp. 2 12 After Treadmill run Free-recall memory No effect

Tomporowski, Armstrong, and

Kane (submitted for publication)

8 After Cycling 40 min at 60% VO2max Response inhibition Facilitation

Travlos and Marisi (1995) 20 During Cycling 50 min with progressive

load

Concentration No effect

Choice RT No effect

n––number of participants; RT––reaction time; STM––short-term memory; VO2max––maximum volume of oxygen uptake; MPO––maximum power output.
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70 The studies evaluated were identified from citations in previous literature reviews

71 and by key-word searches of select data bases (PsycINFO, MEDLINE, and Pub-

72 Med).

73 2.1. Intense exercise and cognitive function

74 Researchers who examine the impact of intense exercise on mental performance

75 typically design protocols that place maximal anaerobic demands on participants.

76 In most cases, these studies are based on the a priori expectation that intense anaer-

77 obic exercise will produce a fatigue state in participants, which will lead to declines in

78 their cognitive performance. Typically, exercise protocol bouts are intense and brief,

79 with most lasting only a few minutes. The effects of exercise on cognitive perfor-

80 mance are typically assessed immediately following physical activity; however, these
81 effects have also been assessed during maximal exertion.

82 Researchers who have examined the effects of anaerobic exercise on cognitive pro-

83 cesses have consistently failed to detect a clear relation between exhaustive exercise

84 and processes involved in perception, sensory integration, or discrimination. An

85 early study conducted by Bard and Fleury (1978) assessed the effects of cycling to

86 voluntary exhaustion on 16 young adults� visual search task performance. Partici-

87 pants pedaled continuously 6 min at a 150-W power output, 3 min at a 200-W out-

88 put, and then against resistive loads that increased power output by 25 W every
89 minute. The exercise bout did not influence participants� target detection or spatial

90 location performance. Later, Fleury et al. (1981) evaluated the effects of two different

91 treadmill protocols on young men�s visual perception. One protocol required partic-

92 ipants to run five 1.5-min bouts at a speed that elicited exertion comparable to 150%

93 of VO2max at 5-min intervals; the other protocol required men to run continuously to

94 voluntary exhaustion while the speed and grade of the treadmill was increased. Nei-

95 ther exercise treatment influenced participants� performance during a letter-detection

96 task.
97 Intense exercise appears to have transient detrimental effects on processes that

98 control response preparation, however. Wrisberg and Herbert (1976) found that fa-

99 tigue produced by a treadmill run to voluntary exhaustion led to a brief transitory

100 degradation of participants� coincidence-timing performance. Likewise, Isaacs and

101 Pohlman (1991) observed that participants� coincidence-anticipation timing perfor-

102 mance degraded, but only minimally, when they cycled an ergometer at 100% of

103 VO2max. In general, laboratory tests of cognitive function appear to be quite resistant

104 to putative fatigue states produced by intense anaerobic exercise. When exercise-re-
105 lated decrements have been found, they have tended to be small and transitory.

106 There is evidence that intense exercise may facilitate some aspects of cognitive

107 function. Hancock and McNaughton (1986) evaluated the effects of intense exercise

108 on young men�s abilities to evaluate and interpret topographical maps. Six trained

109 orienteers, who had extensive experience in reading maps and plotting directions, in-

110 terpreted a series of maps while running on a treadmill at near anaerobic threshold.

111 The exercise produced selective effects on participants� performance. Compared to

112 their performance at rest, their ability to make global interpretations of the informa-
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113 tion presented on the maps decreased; however, their short-term memory and time

114 estimations improved. The investigators concluded that exercise differentially affects

115 low-level and high-level cognitive processes.

116 An individual�s fitness level may play a role in determining the impact that intense

117 exercise has on his or her cognitive function. Gutin and DiGennaro (1968a), for ex-
118 ample, observed that while a treadmill run to voluntary exhaustion did not influence

119 young adults� speed or accuracy of calculating simple mathematics problems, indi-

120 viduals classified as high fit performed the task significantly better than did individ-

121 uals classified as low fit.

122 Given the number of instances in which declines in worker performance are attrib-

123 uted to physical fatigue, the failure of laboratory-based studies to find clearly mea-

124 surable decrements in cognitive performance following brief bouts of intense exercise

125 may appear counterintuitive. However, the lack of compelling evidence that links
126 bouts of anaerobic exercise to changes in cognition may be explained in terms of

127 the rapid recovery from physiological fatigue that follows brief bouts of physical ac-

128 tivity. Recent studies, which are reviewed later in this paper, provide evidence that

129 long-duration, steady-state exercise that leads to dehydration and depletion of en-

130 ergy storage produce decrements in cognitive functioning. It is also important to re-

131 member that human factors researchers have long recognized the difficulties involved

132 in defining the construct of fatigue operationally and measuring the effects of fatigue

133 under laboratory conditions (Gawron, French, & Funke, 2001; Holding, 1983; Soa-
134 mes Job & Dalziel, 2001).

135 2.2. Exercise-induced arousal and cognitive performance

136 A number of experiments have been designed based on a priori predictions de-

137 rived from theories grounded in the Yerkes–Dodson Law. These studies are charac-

138 terized by the repeated assessment of an individual�s cognitive performance as his or

139 her level of physical arousal increases as a direct function of exercise. Typically, ex-
140 ercise protocols include bouts of aerobic and bouts of anaerobic exercise that are rel-

141 atively brief, with most protocols lasting less than 20 min. Demonstration of an

142 initial improvement in performance followed by a decline in performance as arousal

143 increases from a resting state is taken as support for the Yerkes–Dodson Law.

144 The results of laboratory studies that attempt to link cognitive performance to

145 specific levels of exercised-produced arousal are ambiguous. There are studies that

146 provide clear evidence for an inverted U-shaped relation between arousal and cogni-

147 tive performance, studies that provide only partial support for the relation, and still
148 other studies that provide no support for the relation.

149 Five of the experiments reviewed provide compelling evidence for an inverted U-

150 shaped function. An early study conducted by Levitt and Gutin (1971) assessed

151 men�s reaction times and movement times on a choice-response task while walking

152 on a treadmill at speeds that produced heart rates of 115, 145, or 175 beatsmin�1.

153 Participants� reaction times followed a curvilinear relation; reaction time improved

154 when heart rate increased to 115 beatsmin�1, returned to basal levels at 145

155 beatsmin�1, and dropped below basal levels at 175 beatsmin�1. Participants� move-
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156 ment time improved linearly as a function of heart rate. Salmela and Ndoye (1986)

157 examined the effects of progressive cycling demands on participants� performance

158 during a 5-choice spatial reaction time task. They reported that cognitive perfor-

159 mance followed an inverted U-shaped function, with reaction time being faster when

160 heart rate was at 115 beatsmin�1 than during rest or at 145 beatsmin�1. They also
161 reported a lengthening of reaction time to peripheral cues at high levels of physical

162 exertion, which was explained in terms of a narrowing of attention brought about by

163 intense levels of exercise. A replication conducted by Cote et al. (1992), however,

164 failed to find that exercise facilitates choice-reaction time or that exercise results in

165 a narrowing of attention.

166 Brisswalter et al. (1995) examined how simple reaction time performance was in-

167 fluenced by pedaling at seven different rates at an identical power output on a cycle

168 ergometer. An inverted U-shaped function was observed, with the fastest reaction
169 times corresponding to mid-range pedaling rates (50 revmin�1) and the longest reac-

170 tion times corresponding to the highest pedaling rate (80 revmin�1). A unique study

171 performed by Chmura et al. (1994) determined that participants� reaction times to a

172 discriminative choice-response test were related both to the resistive load experienced

173 while cycling and to measures of plasma adrenaline and noradrenaline concentra-

174 tions taken during exercise. Participants� reaction times decreased linearly as resistive

175 load increased from 0 to 250 W power output, which corresponded to 76% VO2max,

176 and then increased dramatically when the resistive load was increased to 300 W. Im-
177 portantly, the relation between reaction time and plasma catecholamine can be de-

178 scribed as a U-shaped curve.

179 The effects of different exercise workloads on 10 young men�s perceptual-motor

180 performance and on their cognitive performance was reported by Reilly and Smith

181 (1986). In each of two studies, participants cycled for 6 min against resistance loads

182 that corresponded to 0%, 25%, 40%, 55%, and 85% VO2max. In one study, partici-

183 pants performed a pursuit-rotor task during the latter part of each cycling bout;

184 in the other study, participants performed an arithmetic computation task. The
185 men�s performance on both tasks approximated a U-shaped function. Psychomotor

186 performance improved with workloads increasing up to approximately 40% VO2max

187 and then declined with the higher workload requirements. Cognitive performance

188 was enhanced at workloads ranging between 25% and 70% VO2max and it was com-

189 promised at a workload of 85% VO2max.

190 In summary, in five studies, participants� speed of responding and the speed of de-

191 cision making was facilitated by exercise as demands were increased, but a point was

192 reached at which exercise resulted in declines in performance. It is not possible to as-
193 sess a speed–accuracy relation in the studies conducted by Levitt and Gutin (1971) or

194 Chmura et al. (1994), as participants� error rates were not reported.

195 The majority of the studies reviewed report that exercise-induced arousal influ-

196 ences cognitive performance, but it does not follow the U-shaped function predicted

197 by theories derived from the Yerkes–Dodson Law. Within these studies, the most ro-

198 bust finding is that participants� response speed is affected by exercise; responses are

199 made more quickly during exercise periods than during non-exercise or during peri-

200 ods of low-intensity exercise. Improved response speed has been shown during sim-
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201 ple detection tasks (McMorris & Keen, 1994), visual search tasks (Aks, 1998; Allard

202 et al., 1989), discriminative choice-response tasks (Arcelin et al., 1997; Delignieres,

203 Brisswalter, & Legros, 1994; McGlynn et al., 1977, 1979), and complex problem-

204 solving tasks (McMorris & Graydon, 1996a,b, 1997a,b; McMorris et al., 1999; Ten-

205 enbaum et al., 1993).
206 Early studies conducted by McGlynn et al. (1977, 1979) examined young adults�
207 performance during a visual size-discrimination task while subjects ran on a tread-

208 mill at four different speeds and graduated inclines. In both studies, the number of

209 problems completed by runners increased when they exercised. In the first study in

210 1977, subjects performed more problems within a set time period with no associated

211 reduction in decision-making accuracy. The number of problems completed was di-

212 rectly related to the level of exercise experienced by the subject. Similar results were

213 obtained in the second study in 1979; however, improvements in young women�s
214 speed of decision making was detected only at the highest exercise level.

215 Clear evidence for the effects of exercise on speed of visual search and speed of

216 response has been provided in three studies. Allard et al. (1989) conducted two ex-

217 periments that assessed the effects of aerobic exercise on visual perception. The first

218 experiment evaluated the impact of cycling at 0%, 30%, and 60% VO2max on the

219 speed of young men�s visual search. Subjects� search speed was most rapid when ex-

220 ercising at the high exercise workload; further, search times improved for single fea-

221 tures as well as conjoined targets, suggesting that exercise influenced both automatic
222 and effortful processing. Importantly, there was no change in error rate with im-

223 provement in search speed. The basis for the facilitating effect of exercise on visual

224 perception was examined in the second experiment. Subjects performed a letter-

225 matching task that required them to judge whether pairs of letters were physically

226 the same or different while cycling at either 30% or 70% of their estimated maximal

227 workload. Exercise was found to have no effect on the manner in which subjects en-

228 coded information, but rather it facilitated preparation time. Similar results have

229 been obtained recently by Aks (1998). She evaluated participants� performance dur-
230 ing a visual feature and conjunction search task after 10 min of cycling at a low level

231 of exertion and then again after a high level of exertion. Participants� visual search
232 speed increased and their frequency of errors decreased following both exercise pro-

233 tocols; performance was most improved following high-level exertion. Likewise, Arc-

234 elin et al. (1997) measured subjects� choice-reaction times while participants exercised

235 on a cycle ergometer at 60% of their VO2max. The cognitive task was administered

236 after 3 min of exercise and again after exercising 8 min. Subjects� reaction times were

237 significantly shorter during exercise than when they were not exercising; further, re-
238 action times were shorter at the end of the exercise period than at the beginning. Ta-

239 ken together, the studies of Aks (1998), Allard et al. (1989), and Arcelin et al. (1997)

240 suggest that exercise does not influence directly the encoding of stimuli. Rather, ex-

241 ercise exerts a selective influence on the manner in which an individual prepares for

242 the onset of a stimulus event.

243 Participants� response accuracy has been shown to be facilitated by exercise inten-

244 sity; however, the evidence is not as unambiguous as that found when response speed

245 is measured. An early study conducted by Sjoberg et al. (1975) reported that young
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246 men�s short-term memory performance was significantly better when cycling at 75%

247 VO2max than when cycling at lower exertion levels. A later study by Sjoberg (1980),

248 however, failed to replicate these findings; he reported that exercise had no effect on

249 men�s short-term memory nor on paired-associate test performance during exercise

250 nor on the accuracy of mathematical computations immediately following exercise.
251 More recently, the study by Tenenbaum et al. (1993) assessed 118 team handball

252 player�s decision-making abilities while subjects walked and ran on a treadmill.

253 The cognitive task simulated game situations experienced while playing team hand-

254 ball. The men were presented a series of visual scenarios that depicted specific hand-

255 ball situations. Nineteen slides were presented for 2 s each; participants indicated

256 verbally their response to the situation. These responses were rated and scored by

257 a panel of experts. Participants� decision making, regardless of level of handball play-

258 ing experience, was significantly better during high exercise levels than during low
259 exercise.

260 The results obtained by Tenenbaum et al. (1993) are important in light of a series

261 of recently published reports by McMorris and his colleagues. They employed cog-

262 nitive tests similar to those used by Tenenbaum et al. (1993), but consistently re-

263 ported that exercise influences peoples� response speeds but has little or no effect

264 on decision-making processes. A rather detailed overview of these studies is pro-

265 vided, because of their central importance in a recently published review (McMorris

266 & Graydon, 2000).
267 The methods developed by McMorris and his colleagues to assess the effects of

268 exercise on cognitive performance are similar across each of five published studies.

269 The cognitive tasks were designed to simulate decision making during soccer play.

270 Pictures were taken of displays of specific game play scenarios, created by using

271 models of soccer players placed at various positions on a table tennis table. Pictures

272 were made into slides, which were presented via a projector. Slides were displayed for

273 2 s and the participant was asked to choose, as quickly as possible, one of four play

274 responses: pass, shoot, dribble, or run. Participants� speed of vocal response and ac-
275 curacy of their choice were recorded on each trial. The participants in each study

276 were young adult male soccer players. Testing procedures were conducted over

277 two sessions. The initial session involved obtaining a measure of individual subject�s
278 maximal power output (MPO) via an incremental test to exhaustion, and providing

279 the participant an opportunity to practice the cognitive task. The second session as-

280 sessed participants� cognitive performance while sitting on a cycle ergometer, exercis-

281 ing at 70%MPO, and again while exercising at 100%MPO. The total duration of the

282 cycling period was approximately 20 min.
283 One of the first studies reported by McMorris and Graydon (1996a,b) contrasted

284 10 experienced and 10 inexperienced soccer players� cognitive performance under test

285 conditions describe above. Participants were shown 10 slides that depicted game sit-

286 uations while at rest, exercising at 70% MPO, and again at 100% MPO. The exercise

287 protocols resulted in significant increases in response speed for both experienced and

288 inexperienced soccer players. The exercise conditions did not influence participants�
289 accuracy of choice responses. The authors conceded, however, that participants� ac-
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290 curacy performance was high and ceiling effects may have obscured the effects of ex-

291 ercise on their decision making.

292 McMorris and Graydon (1996b) addressed directly the possible experimental con-

293 found due to ceiling effects in a subsequent study by manipulating task complexity.

294 In the first of two experiments, 10 soccer players performed the decision-making test
295 used by McMorris and Graydon (1996a) in one session and performed a more com-

296 plex task during another session. The complex-decision test required participants to

297 make the same 4-choice decision as in the simple condition, but the subjects were

298 asked to make their selection from the perspective of one of the players shown on

299 the slide. As in the previous study, 10 slides were presented at rest, at 70% MPO,

300 and at 100% MPO. Participants� performed the complex task significantly less accu-

301 rately and more slowly than they performed the simple task. The exercise protocol

302 resulted in a significant decrease in subjects� speed of decision with no effect on ac-
303 curacy of decision on either simple- or complex-decision tasks. A second experiment

304 was designed to determine whether participants� choice responses and response speed

305 were influenced by the instructions provided to them in the first experiment. Twenty

306 soccer players performed the complex-decision task; 10 were given instructions that

307 emphasized speed of decision and 10 players were given instructions that emphasized

308 accuracy of decision. The exercise protocol resulted in increased speed of decision

309 making with no effect on accuracy of decision, regardless of the instructions pro-

310 vided. These results were interpreted by the authors as evidence for the view that ex-
311 ercise-produced arousal is limited to the facilitation of the speed of information

312 processing; exercise impacts performance during simple reaction time and search

313 tasks, but has little influence on cognitive processes that are involved in complex de-

314 cision making.

315 The notion that exercise affects speed detection tasks led McMorris and Graydon

316 (1997a) to examine the impact of cycling exercise on soccer players� speed of visual

317 search. Two experiments were conducted; the first evaluated players� speed of search-

318 ing familiar soccer and unfamiliar soccer scenarios. Twelve players were instructed to
319 view 30 slides of soccer plays and to determine as quickly as possible the presence or

320 absence of a soccer ball from the slide presented. The exercise protocol�s effect was
321 selective; response speed declined only at 100% MPO and speed of search was faster

322 to unfamiliar play scenarios only. The second experiment evaluated the effects of ex-

323 ercise on soccer players� visual search time, choice-response speed, and choice-re-

324 sponse accuracy. The cognitive task required participants to search each of 15

325 slides that showed familiar soccer scenarios and to press a button when they detected

326 a ball (target stimulus) and then to choose one of four play options. Unlike previous
327 studies, the exercise protocols facilitated both speed and accuracy of decision mak-

328 ing. The finding that exercise facilitates response accuracy was treated by the authors

329 as an anomaly. A replication by McMorris and Graydon (1997b) and a study con-

330 ducted by McMorris et al. (1999) led the researchers to conclude that exercise-in-

331 duced arousal is limited to information-processing speed and has little influence

332 on the types of complex decisions found in sport situations.

333 These studies represent a considerable effort on the part of McMorris and his col-

334 leagues to investigate the relation between exercise-induced arousal and cognitive
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335 test performance. The conclusions drawn by the investigators may need to be tem-

336 pered, however. It is probably the case that McMorris and his colleagues are correct

337 in their assertion that the cognitive tests they developed have face validity. Consid-

338 erable effort was taken to enlist the assistance of expert soccer players to develop

339 play scenarios that reflected game-like situations. There is, however, a need for these
340 investigators to demonstrate that their measures of cognitive performance possess

341 not only face validity but also validity for change. A fundamental requirement of

342 an interpretable dependent measure is that the measure adequately reflects changes

343 that are brought about by the manipulation of an independent variable. Lipsey

344 (1990, p. 100) describes two conditions that threaten a measure�s validity for change.

345 The first is the use of scaling procedures that are too gross to detect change. The sec-

346 ond is a floor or ceiling effect that restricts changes that are produced by an indepen-

347 dent variable.
348 There is reason to suspect the decision-making measures developed by McMorris

349 lack sensitivity to change, both because of scaling properties and because of ceiling

350 effects. In four experiments, subjects were given only 10, 4-choice decision problems

351 during rest, moderate exercise, and vigorous exercise. Thus, for every evaluation a

352 subject received a single score between 0 and 10. It is quite possible that the test�s
353 scaling properties limited the ability of the exercise intervention to produce a change.

354 Problems associated with measurement scaling are compounded by the small sample

355 sizes in these studies. Group sizes of 10 or less were reported in most studies. Recall
356 that Tenenbaum et al. (1993) found that aerobic exercise improved handball players�
357 accuracy of decision making. The scores obtained by each of the 118 participants in

358 this study could range between 0 and 190. Further, the cognitive task discriminated

359 among handball players judged as having low, medium and high experience. Players

360 with high and medium experience demonstrated significantly better performance

361 during exercise than players with low experience. Consider, also, that the cognitive

362 task developed by McMorris and Graydon (1996a) and used in several subsequent

363 studies (McMorris & Graydon, 1996b, 1997b; McMorris et al., 1999) failed to dis-
364 criminate between experienced and inexperienced soccer players� decision-making

365 abilities. It might be expected that a sensitive sport-specific test of decision making

366 would differentiate players who differ in playing experience. However, both experi-

367 enced and inexperienced players performed virtually identically during initial testing.

368 Thus, the lack of agreement between the results obtained by Tenenbaum et al. (1993)

369 and McMorris may be explained in terms of the sensitivity of the dependent measure

370 to detect the effect of the exercise intervention.

371 McMorris and Graydon (1996b) acknowledged that interpretations of the out-
372 come of their studies may have been compromised by ceiling effects and they ad-

373 dressed this possibility. The complex problem-solving task they developed did, in

374 fact, reduce the level of participants� performance. However, these manipulations

375 do not reduce the degree to which scaling problems and subject group size compro-

376 mised their research findings. The findings of McMorris and his colleagues, while im-

377 portant, would be strengthened considerably if a criterion-group contrast confirmed

378 the sensitivity of their response accuracy measurement procedure. It is common in

379 the social and behavioral sciences to determine a measure�s sensitivity by comparing
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380 the performance of two groups known to differ on the characteristics that the inter-

381 vention is expected to change (e.g., high and low soccer skills). The magnitude of the

382 difference between the groups should be in the range that which would be expected of

383 a valid treatment effect difference (Lipsey, 1990, p. 104). Thus, it remains to be de-

384 termined whether exercise influences both response speed and response accuracy.
385 The studies reviewed in this section indicate that the relation between exercise-in-

386 duced arousal and cognitive performance is not simple. Compounding the difficulty

387 in evaluating these tasks is the possibility that cognitive performance during and fol-

388 lowing exercise depends both on subjects� level of physical fitness and on their level

389 of previous experience. Two studies conducted as direct tests of the inverted-U hy-

390 pothesis suggest that the effects of exercise on cognitive function may depend on

391 an individual�s fitness level. Gutin and DiGennaro (1968b) failed to demonstrate that

392 either a 1-min or a 5-min step-up exercise produced any change in subjects� simple
393 mathematical computations over that observed during non-exercise conditions.

394 However, 23 participants who had previously undergone training on the step-up task

395 demonstrated significantly faster calculation speeds than 32 untrained subjects. Sjo-

396 berg (1980) determined that various intensities of cycling did not influence men�s cog-
397 nitive performance when measured either during or following exercise. However, the

398 men of average fitness performed significantly better than men of low fitness during

399 post-exercise test conditions. The investigators in both studies concluded that partic-

400 ipants with greater fitness were better able to withstand the detrimental effects of
401 physical stress than were less fit individuals.

402 The results of the Tenenbaum et al. (1993) study, which were described previ-

403 ously, demonstrated that experienced handball players performed complex-deci-

404 sion-making problems that simulated game situations significantly better than did

405 less experienced players. Likewise, an intriguing study conducted by Delignieres et

406 al. (1994) indicates that experience in sports that require rapid responding and rapid

407 response selection influences subjects� performance during laboratory tests that as-

408 sess speeded choice responses. The investigators contrasted the choice-reaction time
409 performance of men and women who had either extensive histories of rapid decision

410 making (fencers and fencing masters) and the performance of individuals who were

411 equally physically fit, but not elite competitors. Participants performed 2-choice- and

412 4-choice-reaction tests during the last minute of four 4-min exercise periods. The ex-

413 ercise workloads were set at 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of each individual�s maximal

414 aerobic power. Participants with fencing experience had significantly faster reaction

415 times, with the greatest improvements in performance occurring while exercising at

416 40%, 60%, and 80% maximal aerobic power. Increases in reaction times were not ac-
417 companied by higher error rates, suggesting that improvement in reaction time was

418 not due to the adoption of risky strategies. Non-fencers evidenced a significant

419 lengthening of reaction time on both tests, with the greatest deterioration in perfor-

420 mance occurring while exercising at 40%, 60%, and 80% maximal aerobic power. The

421 investigators contrasted their findings to those obtained in several studies that had

422 reported declines in cognitive performance as a function of high levels of exercise in-

423 tensity. They suggested that participants� previous experience at making speeded de-
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424 cisions may help explain the lack of agreement that exists among other studies in the

425 exercise literature.

426 The relation between exercise-inducted arousal and cognitive performance is com-

427 plex. The lack of consistent and uniform laboratory results in support of a U-shaped

428 relation between arousal and cognitive performance has led to considerable discus-
429 sion of the construct of arousal and its measurement (see McMorris & Graydon,

430 2000). Compounding the difficulty of interpreting available research results is the

431 possibility that an individual�s performance may be influenced by a variety of factors;

432 e.g., task type, experience, and level of physical fitness. Nevertheless, the data re-

433 viewed here provide compelling evidence that exercise modifies speed of information

434 processing and evidence to suggest that exercise may, under some conditions, facil-

435 itate decision-making and complex problem solving. Clearly, additional systematic

436 theory driven research is required prior to accepting or rejecting the validity of the
437 inverted-U hypothesis. Recent technological advances in measuring brain function

438 may provide researchers with sophisticated methods of linking physiological arousal

439 to specific cognitive processes. Future research in this area of research may also ben-

440 efit from recent theoretical developments generated in the field of neuropsychology.

441 2.3. Steady-state exercise and cognitive performance

442 The subjective psychological effects derived from bouts of aerobic exercise have
443 been discussed extensively. A large body of research has examined the effects of aer-

444 obic exercise on affect, mood, and positive feelings of well-being (Scully, Kremer,

445 Meade, Graham, & Dudgeon, 1998). Despite the considerable interest in under-

446 standing the effects of aerobic on affective states, relatively little systematic laborato-

447 ry-based research has been conducted that examines the influence of aerobic exercise

448 on cognitive processes. Further, the results of the studies that have been conducted

449 are not consistent. Two of 15 studies reviewed failed to show a relation between aer-

450 obic exercise and cognitive function. Tomporowski et al. (1987) evaluated the effects
451 of aerobic exercise on runners� free-recall memory. In the first of two experiments, 24

452 college students of average cardiovascular fitness ran on a treadmill at a speed that

453 corresponded to 80% of their VO2max for 50 min. Participants completed a series of

454 paired-associate memory tests immediately following exercise. Memory perfor-

455 mances of the exercisers did not differ from those of a non-exercise control group.

456 In the second experiment, 12 student-athletes with very high levels of cardiovascular

457 fitness completed memory tests immediately following a 50-min treadmill run. The

458 memory performance of highly fit participants did not differ from the performance
459 of individuals with average cardiovascular fitness. The authors concluded that aero-

460 bic exercise does not influence the encoding or retrieval of information from long-

461 term memory, regardless of level of cardiovascular fitness.

462 Similarly, Travlos and Marisi (1995) assessed young men classified as high or low

463 fit. Participants performed a 50-min cycling exercise regimen designed to be progres-

464 sively more effortful every 10 min. A choice-reaction-time test and a test of concen-

465 tration were administered during and following exercise. The exercise protocol had
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466 no effect on either measure and there were no substantial differences between the test

467 performances of high- and low-fit individuals.

468 Eleven of the studies reviewed provide evidence that aerobic-type exercise of mod-

469 erate intensity lasting less than 90 min in duration exerts a selective facilitative influ-

470 ence on cognitive functioning. There are data to suggest that aerobic exercise
471 improves the operation of specific stages of information-processing, processes that

472 are involved in complex problem solving, and attentional processes that are involved

473 in response inhibition.

474 Submaximal bouts of exercise do not appear to affect perceptual mechanisms that

475 are involved in the early stages of information processing; however, exercise does in-

476 fluence speed of decision making once information is encoded. Paas and Adam

477 (1991) assessed the impact of two different 40-min submaximal exercise protocols

478 on young adults� stimulus-identification and choice-reaction performances. Each
479 protocol consisted of a baseline, warm up, exercise, and cool-down period. Under

480 one exercise protocol, each participant cycled 5 min at 5% Wmax (Wmax), 10 min at

481 40% Wmax, performed four 5-min cycling bouts of 2.5 min at 85% Wmax and 2.5

482 min at 40% Wmax, and cycled 5 min at 40% Wmax. Under the other exercise protocol,

483 each participant cycled 5 min at 5% Wmax, 10 min at 40% Wmax, 20 min at 75% Wmax,

484 and 5 min at 40% Wmax. Cognitive tests were administered during exercise at each

485 period of the protocol. The two exercise protocols had similar effects on participants�
486 cognitive performance; choice-reaction times were significantly shorter during exer-
487 cise and cool-down periods when compared to control conditions. Also, perceptual-

488 task performance declined significantly during the exercise period but improved sig-

489 nificantly during the cool-down period. A replication of this study was conducted by

490 Adam et al. (1997). They employed only a single exercise condition consisting of a

491 baseline period during which participants exercised at 5% Wmax, a 10-min warm

492 up period at 40% Wmax, a 20-min exercise period at 75% Wmax, and a 5-min cool

493 down at 40% Wmax. Participants� choice-reaction times were shorter during and fol-

494 lowing exercise; however, response accuracy was not influenced. In this study, the
495 speed of participants� perceptual-task performance was significantly faster during

496 both exercise and cool-down periods than during baseline periods. The authors sug-

497 gest that the results of these two studies provide evidence of the positive effects of

498 physical arousal on the allocation of attentional resources.

499 Several studies have found that bouts of aerobic exercise facilitate response prep-

500 aration and activation of motor movement. Fleury et al. (1981) examined the impact

501 of 45 min of cycling at 66% VO2max on young adults� performance of a coincidence-

502 anticipation task that provided measures of temporal and spatial accuracy. The ex-
503 ercise period consisted of alternating 3-min bouts of cycling and resting. Participants�
504 timed motor movement in conjunction with a moving target, and their performance

505 on this task improved significantly following aerobic exercise. More recently, Fleury

506 and Bard (1987) evaluated the effects of four different exercise protocols on young

507 men�s perceptual processing, motor timing, and letter-detection ability. The proto-

508 cols included both anaerobic and aerobic exercise regimens. While maximal anaero-

509 bic exercise resulted in transient decrements in subjects� letter-detection performance,

510 the exercise protocol in which participants ran for 30 min at a moderate pace and
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511 then at a faster pace until voluntary exhaustion led to significant improvements of

512 subjects� performance both during a stimulus-detection task and during a coinci-

513 dence-timing task.

514 A study by Arcelin et al. (1998) was designed to identify the locus of the effects of

515 exercise during specific stages of information processing. They assessed young men�s
516 and women�s 2-choice-reaction time performance while the participants cycled at

517 60% VO2max. The information-processing conditions of the choice-reaction time tests

518 were varied systematically. Stimulus intensity, signal-response compatibility, and

519 time uncertainty were manipulated. Exercise influenced performance only during

520 time uncertainty manipulations, suggesting that the primary influences of exercise

521 are exerted in the response-preparation stage of processing. The authors� posited that

522 exercise improves performance directly by affecting motor-preparation functions and

523 indirectly by preparing the individual to respond to incoming sensory information.
524 The facilitative effects of aerobic exercise are seen not only during the perfor-

525 mance of simple laboratory reaction time tasks, but also during complex problem-

526 solving tasks. Marriott et al. (1993) assessed high- and low-skill soccer players� deci-
527 sion-making performance at rest, following an initial 45-min period of running, and

528 then again following a second 45-min period of running. The investigators attempted

529 to simulate the game-like exercise demands placed on soccer players; the treadmill

530 speed elicited heart rates of approximately 157 beatsmin�1 throughout the exercise

531 period. Participants were presented a series of 20 slides that depicted game scenarios.
532 Each slide was presented for 20 s during which time each participant was asked a

533 series of questions concerning the play. Subjects� responses were recorded and later

534 evaluated by a panel of experts. The decision-making performance of both high- and

535 low-skill participants was facilitated following 45 min of exercise; however, only low-

536 skilled players� improvement was found to be statistically significant. After 90 min of

537 exercise, high-skilled players� continued to make better decision than during rest, but

538 not significantly so; low-skilled players� level of decision making declined signifi-

539 cantly from the level exhibited following the first 45-min run. These results were in-
540 terpreted as providing evidence for the mediating effect of playing experience on the

541 soccer players� decision-making abilities.

542 Heckler and Croce (1992) administered a series of addition and subtraction prob-

543 lems, similar to those used by Gutin and DiGennaro (1968b), to groups of young

544 women who differed in their level of cardiorespiratory fitness. Participants performed

545 the tests at rest, following a 20-min run, and following a 40-min run at speeds that

546 corresponded to 55% VO2max. The problem-solving tasks were administered immedi-

547 ately, 5 min, and 15 min after each exercise bout. The exercise protocols facilitated
548 participants� problem-solving speed during the three post-exercise test periods, with

549 no loss in accuracy. Exercise differentially influenced the performance of the two

550 groups; high-fit women�s performance was improved following 20 and 40 min runs,

551 low-fit women�s performance improved only follow a run of 20 min.

552 The effects of a single bout of aerobic exercise on young women�s higher-order

553 thinking were assessed by Gondola (1987). Three tests of divergent thinking and

554 problem solving were administered to 21 young women following a 20-min dance

555 class and to another 16 women who did not exercise. An alternate use test provided
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556 flexibility of thinking measures and a consequences test provided measures of idea

557 expression and originality of thinking. Women who exercised had significantly high-

558 er scores on all three measures than did non-exercisers. The author interpreted these

559 findings as indicative of the beneficial effects of aerobic exercise on creativity. Al-

560 though this was a field-research study with methodological shortcomings, the results
561 obtained were robust and merit evaluation in this review.

562 Several studies demonstrate that response inhibition is facilitated by aerobic exer-

563 cise. Response inhibition is the ability to withhold making a response when one is

564 expected to do so. It involves the ability to selectively suppress irrelevant information

565 in working memory in order to respond adaptively to the context of the current sit-

566 uation (Zacks & Hasher, 1994). Response inhibition is viewed as critical to adaptive

567 functioning.

568 Hogervorst et al. (1996) conducted a study in which 15 highly trained triathletes
569 and competitive cyclists completed a number of cognitive and psychomotor tasks

570 prior to and following a 60-min simulated time trial. Participants pedaled at rates

571 ranging between 75 and 100 revmin�1 and maintained levels of exertion that ranged

572 between 75% and 85% VO2max. The cognitive battery included three reaction-time

573 tests (simple reaction time, 3-choice-reaction time, and incompatible 3-choice-reac-

574 tion time), a finger-tapping test, and a short version of the Stroop Color-Word test

575 (40 items of each of the three Stroop subtests). Exercise had a positive facilitative ef-

576 fect on simple reaction time, but not on choice-reaction time measures or finger-tap-
577 ping rates. Exercise, however, improved participants� performance on a task that

578 required the inhibition of a learned response; the time required to complete the

579 Stroop Color-Word interference subtest decreased significantly. Data collected dur-

580 ing a subsequent testing session reinforced the finding that the subjects� improved

581 Stroop performance was due to exercise.

582 Similar results were obtained by Tomporowski et al. (submitted for publication).

583 They assessed the effects of 40-min bouts of aerobic exercise and the effects of an oral

584 cold medication on men�s performance of the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task,
585 which, like the Stroop task, provides an index of the ability to refrain from making a

586 previously learned response. Each subject performed two test sessions. In one ses-

587 sion, he performed the cognitive task 60 min after ingesting medication and again

588 after 40 min of cycling at 60% VO2max; in the other session, he performed the cogni-

589 tive test following ingestion of a placebo and again after 40 min of exercise. Partic-

590 ipants� response inhibition increased significantly following ingestion of the cold

591 medication and remained heightened following exercise. Importantly, response inhi-

592 bition was unaffected by placebo but increased significantly following exercise. The
593 investigators hypothesized that both exercise and the stimulant properties of the cold

594 medication influence attentional processes that are important in gating distracting

595 information from entering working memory.

596 An applied research study conducted by Lichtman and Poser (1983) also provides

597 evidence for the effects of aerobic exercise on response-inhibition processes. They

598 evaluated the effects of an aerobic jogging program on young adults� Stroop task per-

599 formance. Sixty-four students were assigned randomly to participate in an aerobic

600 exercise program or a hobby class. The Stroop task was administered to a subgroup
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601 of 10 students in each group. The participants performed the word naming, color

602 naming, and color-word portions of the Stroop task prior to and immediately fol-

603 lowing exercise activities or hobby activities. The two groups did not differ in the

604 number of items named during the pre-test; however, members of the exercise group

605 named significantly more color names and color-word names than members of the
606 hobby activity group.

607 People often report that their ability to concentrate and think clearly improves af-

608 ter bouts of aerobic exercise. Response-inhibition tasks constitute a laboratory ana-

609 logue for the construct of mental concentration. Optimal performance during a

610 response-inhibition task requires focusing attention on multiple stimulus–response

611 alternatives and selecting responses that are consistent with the goals of the task.

612 The results of 11 of the 15 studies evaluated in this section indicate that submax-

613 imal aerobic exercise performed for durations between 20 and 60 min facilitates mul-
614 tiple cognitive processes that are critical to optimal performance and adaptive

615 behavior. Following aerobic exercise people are better prepared to engage in action,

616 concentrate, and solve complex problems than they are prior to exercise. It will be

617 important for researchers to identify specific parameters of aerobic activity that fa-

618 cilitate cognitive function. Demonstrating that relatively short bouts of submaximal

619 exercise have salutary effects on information processing and cognition has direct ap-

620 plication to those involved in promoting educational and work environments condu-

621 cive to optimal performance. Very little is known, for example, of the impact of
622 periods of physical activity on young students� class attention and academic perfor-

623 mance.

624 The results of two studies provide compelling evidence that prolonged submaxi-

625 mal exercise that leads to depletion of physiological energy stores compromises cog-

626 nitive function. Cian and her colleagues performed a series of experiments that were

627 prompted by the observation that thermal stress manipulations producing dehydra-

628 tion and more than a 2% loss in body weight result in significant declines in cognitive

629 performance (Gopinathan, Pichan, & Sharma, 1988). The initial study contrasted the
630 effects of passive thermal dehydration and exercise-inducted dehydration on eight

631 young men�s performance of a battery of cognitive tasks (Cian et al., 2000). During

632 separate sessions, participants� body mass was lowered by 2.8% either by environ-

633 mental heat exposure or by running on a treadmill at a speed corresponding to

634 60% VO2max. The dehydration phases were approximately 2 h in length. A control

635 session required the participant to remain in a seated position and to maintain fluid

636 hydration for 2 h. A battery of cognitive tests was administered 30 min after the de-

637 hydration period. The dehydration manipulations, when compared to control condi-
638 tions, had no effect on participants� performance of a 4-choice serial discrimination

639 task or a long-term memory task that measured free-recall and recognition memory.

640 Both dehydration methods led to significantly poorer performance during a psycho-

641 motor tracking task and during a short-term memory digit-span test. Participants re-

642 sponded more slowly during a perceptual-discrimination task; their response

643 accuracy, however, was not impaired. Approximately 60 min after administration

644 of the cognitive test battery, participants performed an arm-crank exercise protocol

645 wherein they rotated an arm ergometer at a rate corresponding to 85% VO2max until
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646 fatigued (15–20 min). The cognitive test battery was administered 15 min following

647 the termination of the arm-crank exercise. The additional exercise had no effect on

648 the men�s performance of the serial-reaction task, the perceptual-discrimination task,

649 or the short-term memory task. Participants evidenced significantly poorer psycho-

650 motor tracking when dehydrated. Further, the men�s performance of the long-term,
651 free-recall memory test was impaired more when dehydration was induced by exer-

652 cise than when it was induced passively.

653 Cian and his colleagues noted that the differential effects of exercise-induced de-

654 hydration and passive-heat dehydration on participants� long-term free-recall mem-

655 ory could have been the result either of dehydration or due to the arm-crank exercise

656 protocol. Cian et al. (2001) addressed this issue directly in a study that isolated the

657 effects of the two dehydration manipulations and the effects of re-hydration on cog-

658 nitive performance. Seven young men completed five test sessions in which methods
659 of dehydration and methods of fluid replacement were counterbalanced. Men�s body
660 weight was reduced by 2.8% over a 2 h period either by passive heat exposure or by

661 running on a treadmill at a speed corresponding to 65% VO2max. Participants re-

662 mained hydrated during one session. A cognitive test battery was administered 30

663 min after the termination of the intervention. Neither dehydration procedure affected

664 men�s performance during choice-reaction, psychomotor tracking, or long-term

665 memory tasks; however, dehydration resulted in a significant decline in short-term

666 memory digit-span performance, and a lengthening of reaction time during a percep-
667 tual-discrimination task. The cognitive test battery was administered again 21

2
h later.

668 Fluid replacement ameliorated the decline in short-term memory performance ob-

669 served following dehydration manipulations. Further, lack of fluid replacement re-

670 sulted in significant declines in men�s free-recall memory test performance. The

671 authors suggest that the dehydration produced by both exercise and by passive heat

672 stress can impair men�s response speed and memory performance, although it is not

673 clear how fluid replacement impacts on cognitive performance.

674 In summary, the studies reviewed in this section provide evidence that acute bouts
675 of steady-state exercise affect cognition. Continuous exercise that does not deplete

676 physiological reserves is linked to improvements in response speed and response ac-

677 curacy, and higher-order decision-making processes. Long bouts of exercise that lead

678 to dehydration and its accompanying metabolic changes are associated with im-

679 paired information processing and cognition. This relation between steady-state ex-

680 ercise and cognition, however, can be influenced by such factors as the individual�s
681 level of physical fitness and his or her experience with the specific exercise.

682 3. General summary

683 A review was conducted of studies that examine the effects of acute bouts of ex-

684 ercise on cognitive functioning. Studies were separated into one of three groups on

685 the basis of the focus of the experimental question investigated and on the basis of

686 the intensity and duration of the exercise protocols employed. One group focused on

687 the construct of fatigue and studies employed brief, maximal exercise protocols. A
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688 second group focused on the construct of arousal and studies employed both max-

689 imal and submaximal exercise protocols of short duration. The third group focused

690 on the effects of submaximal exercise protocols of relatively long duration.

691 The question of central importance in this review is whether or not acute bouts of

692 exercise exert systematic effects on cognitive function. An earlier review of the exer-
693 cise literature by Tomporowski and Ellis (1986) failed to find empirical support for

694 the notion that exercise has a significant positive influence on cognition. A recent

695 meta-analysis of studies that assessed the effects of aerobic exercise on cognition

696 led Etnier et al. (1997) to conclude that the impact of single bouts of aerobic exercise

697 was limited only to improvements in participants� simple reaction time. Indeed, their

698 analysis identified a negative relation between acute exercise and participants� perfor-
699 mance on tasks that measured either choice or discriminant reaction time. These

700 findings led Etnier and her colleagues to question the long-held belief that bouts
701 of exercise benefit complex cognitive processes. A similar conclusion was reached

702 in a recent review of the literature by McMorris and Graydon (2000). They posit that

703 the beneficial effects of exercise-produced physical arousal are limited to increasing

704 the speed of reaction time and facilitating individual�s performance of well-learned,

705 automatic tasks.

706 A number of well-controlled studies have been conducted since Tomporowski and

707 Ellis� (1986) critique of the literature. The results of the empirical studies now avail-

708 able, when taken as a whole, suggest that acute bouts of exercise selectively facilitate
709 multiple cognitive processes; exercise can, under certain conditions, enhance re-

710 sponse speed and response accuracy, and it can facilitate cognitive processes that

711 are central to problem-solving and goal-oriented action. The effect depends on the

712 type and duration of exercise performed. Several studies designed to assess the arou-

713 sal hypothesis and the majority of studies designed to assess the effects of steady-

714 state exercise report improvements in participants� cognitive performance during

715 and following periods of aerobic exercise performed at moderate intensities. Intense

716 anaerobic exercise does not impair cognitive function significantly; however, sub-
717 maximal aerobic exercise that leads to dehydration does compromise both informa-

718 tion processing and memory functions.

719 Moderate levels of aerobic, steady-state exercise facilitates specific stages of infor-

720 mation processing. Exercise does not influence directly those operations involved in

721 the initial stage of processing. Studies consistently fail to find systematic effects of

722 exercise on tasks that measure perceptual and sensory processing (Adam et al.,

723 1997; Aks, 1998; Allard et al., 1989; Arcelin et al., 1998; Paas & Adam, 1991). Ex-

724 ercise does influence the decision-making stage of information processing. Faster
725 choice responses have been observed both on simple (Adam et al., 1997; Brisswalter

726 et al., 1995; Chmura et al., 1994; Delignieres et al., 1995; McGlynn et al., 1977; McG-

727 lynn et al., 1979; Paas & Adam, 1991) and complex tasks (McMorris & Graydon,

728 1996a,b, 1997a,b; McMorris et al., 1999) during and following exercise. In most

729 cases, response speeds increase with no accompanying increase in error rates, sug-

730 gesting that exercise is not simply altering participants� response criterion. Rather,

731 exercise produces a condition during which individuals are able to perform both sim-

732 ple and complex tasks rapidly and efficiently (Gondola, 1987; Marriott et al., 1993;
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733 Tenenbaum et al., 1993). Studies that employ tasks that measure response inhibition

734 provide compelling evidence for the influence of exercise on working memory. Acute

735 bouts of exercise improve the ability to block irrelevant information and to select

736 and respond to task relevant information (Hogervorst et al., 1996; Lichtman & Po-

737 ser, 1983; Tomporowski et al., submitted for publication). While exercise alters
738 working-memory processes, it does not influence retrieval of information from

739 long-term memory (Cian et al., 2000, 2001; Sjoberg, 1980; Tomporowski et al.,

740 1987). Exercise has clear effects on the response-preparation stage of information

741 processing. The capacity to mobilize and to time movement patterns is enhanced

742 during and following bouts of steady-state aerobic exercise (Arcelin et al., 1998; Fle-

743 ury & Bard, 1987; Fleury et al., 1981).

744 There are, of course, exceptions to the generalizations proposed. However, the

745 conclusions drawn are bolstered when the results of empirical studies are evaluated
746 in the context of contemporary energetic models of cognition. These theories attempt

747 to capture the relation among the components of the information-processing system,

748 the allocation of energy that is involved in mental operations, and the guidance func-

749 tions of executive processes (see Molen van der, 1996, and Sanders, 1998, for re-

750 views). A cognitive-energetic model proposed by Sanders (1983) (Fig. 1)

751 emphasizes a relation among three levels of mental operations: a computational le-

752 vel, an executive control level, and an energy pool level. Computational processes in-

753 clude stimulus encoding, the storage and retrieval of information from
754 interconnected memory structures, response selection, and response programming.

755 The mechanistic activities of computational processes and resultant behavior are

756 guided by processes that are taking place at the executive control level, where

757 goal-directed, purposeful actions are formulated. The executive function addresses

758 discrepancies that may exist between an organism�s desired state and actual state.

759 The executive processor evaluates discrepancies in terms of goals that can be attained

760 via action. The role of executive processing is to plan, initiate, and monitor actions.

761 The direction and intensity of those actions are determined by the allocation of re-
762 sources that are present in three pools of energy: the effort pool, which determines

763 the overall motivational state of the organism; the activation pool, which determines

Fig. 1. Diagram of a simplified version of Sanders� (1983) cognitive-energetic model of human informa-

tion processing (adapted from Jones and Hardy, 1989).
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764 the resources that will be allocated by the organism to meet the demands that are

765 encountered in the process of attaining specific goals; and the arousal pool, which

766 is activated both by the effort pool and by stimulus input factors. The arousal pool

767 responds in a phasic manner to variations in the quantity and quality of incoming

768 sensory information. The allocation of energy from the arousal pool is reflected be-
769 haviorally through the speed at which an organism responds to novel stimuli or

770 warning cues. The activation pool is affected by the allocation of effort resources

771 and by motor-movement programming and the execution of actions. The activation

772 pool responds in a tonic manner and is reflected behaviorally in the extent to which

773 actions are sustained over time.

774 Sanders� (1983) model provides a coherent framework to identify both processes

775 that are facilitated by exercise and processes that are not affected by exercise. Con-

776 sider, for example, the experiment conducted by Arcelin et al. (1998), which was de-
777 signed as a direct test of Sanders� model. In their study, the information-processing

778 demands of a 2-choice-reaction time test were varied systematically while partici-

779 pants exercised. The intent of the study was to identify the locus of the effects of ex-

780 ercise on specific computational processing stages. Exercise had a selective effect on

781 information processing; it interacted with performance only during time uncertainty

782 manipulations. The authors interpreted these results to mean that exercise selectively

783 affects the activation of specific pools of attentional resources and that the primary

784 influences of exercise are exerted on response preparation. Exercise is presumed to
785 lead to an allocation of resources that adjusts or �fine tunes� the motor responses re-

786 quired for optimal performance. The authors evaluated participants� response pat-

787 terns and posited that the effects of exercise are not limited to only one

788 information-processing stage, however. They suggest that exercise improves perfor-

789 mance directly by affecting motoric functions and also improves performance indi-

790 rectly through other aspects of information processing. The authors infer that

791 exercise also prepares or primes the individual to respond to incoming sensory infor-

792 mation. The inferences made by Arcelin and his colleagues are corroborated by
793 many of the studies evaluated in the present review.

794 The empirical data provides compelling support for the view that aerobic exercise

795 can facilitate cognitive functioning. Acute bouts of moderately intense exercise are

796 hypothesized to function in a manner similar to that of psychostimulant drugs,

797 which do not influence directly the computational processes that are involved in in-

798 formation processing. Rather, they produce changes in state processes that are re-

799 sponsible for the allocation of attentional resources. 1 Future research will be

800 required to test this hypothesis, however. The change in state processes brought
801 about by acute exercise would be expected to be transitory. Only a few studies have

802 examined the duration over which acute exercise affects cognitive processing. Heck-

803 ler and Croce (1992) observed that participants� cognitive performance remained

1 See Sergeant (2000) and Sergeant et al. (1999) for examples of the application of Sanders� (1983) model

to the study of psychostimulant drugs and their effects on children with attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder.
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804 heightened when measured immediately, 5 min, and 15 min following exercise. How-

805 ever, little is known of the time course of the impact of exercise on cognitive func-

806 tioning. Exercise is known to produce increased plasma levels of such

807 neurohormonal substances as epinephrine and norepinephrine, which have been

808 linked to cognitive function (Chmura et al., 1994). The rate of production of these
809 substances and the length of time they circulate in the blood stream differs for short

810 bouts (Hughson, Green, & Sharratt, 1995; Kjaer, 1989) and steady-state bouts of ex-

811 ercise (Rowell & Shepherd, 1996). Thus, there is reason to believe that the length of

812 time that exercise will influence cognitive function will depend on its intensity and

813 duration.

814 The magnitude of the acute effects of exercise on cognitive function is expected to

815 interact with a variety of individual difference variables. Several of the studies re-

816 viewed reported that the impact of exercise on performance depended on partici-
817 pants� level of physical fitness or their level of experience. It will remain for future

818 research to determine the role that long-term physical fitness training has on the fa-

819 cilitative effects of acute bouts of exercise. Several theorists predict that an individ-

820 ual�s response to an acute bout of exercise will be enhanced by improving his or

821 her level of physical fitness (Dienstbier, 1989, 1991; Sothman, Hart, & Horn,

822 1991; Stones & Kozma, 1988).

823 The conclusions presented here differ from those published recently by Etnier et

824 al. (1997) and McMorris and Graydon (2000). It was proposed in both of these re-
825 views that the effects of acute bouts of exercise are limited to the facilitation of speed

826 of responding during the execution of simple tasks and that exercise has little influ-

827 ence on complex-decision-making or problem-solving performance. There are a

828 number of methodological issues that may explain the differences between the con-

829 clusions drawn in this review and those of other reviewers. Etnier et al. (1997) ana-

830 lyzed an assortment of experimental, quasi-experimental, correlational, and field-

831 research studies. The exercise interventions employed in these studies varied exten-

832 sively and included such activities as isometric muscle tension, acute bouts of exer-
833 cise, movement education programs, and aerobic training programs. The cognitive

834 tests used in these studies also varied considerably and included psychometric inven-

835 tories, motor-movement tests, and information-processing tests. Many of the studies

836 selected for analysis were drawn from research that addressed educational, life span,

837 and developmental disability issues. Further, the review included only nine of the 43

838 studies evaluated in the present review. McMorris and Graydon (2000) selected for

839 their review only studies that examined the arousal hypothesis and could provide

840 comparisons among participants� cognitive performance at rest and at two or more
841 levels of exercise. As a result, several studies that examined the effects of steady-state

842 aerobic exercise were not evaluated. Further, the authors placed considerable em-

843 phasis on research conducted in their own laboratory, which, as discussed earlier

844 in this review, may be problematic. The strategy used in the present review, which

845 was to classify and examine groups of empirical research studies in terms of an es-

846 tablished theory of cognitive function, illuminates how acute exercise influences cog-

847 nition and it helps explain why previous reviews of the exercise literature have failed

848 to detect a clear relation between exercise and cognition.
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